The Zoom Hardware Certification Program is for manufacturers that produce hardware designed to integrate with Zoom. This program allows you to certify that select hardware is compatible with Zoom software. Certification includes testing at a third-party lab as well as Zoom's own subjective testing.

## Program Benefits

- **Zoom Certification**
  Get listed on the Zoom Certified Hardware page and receive a Zoom Certified badge which lets customers know your hardware has undergone comprehensive testing.

- **Zoom Recognition**
  Get listed in the Zoom hardware partner directory to be recognized as a trusted partner of Zoom.

- **Referral Rewards**
  Gain access to the Zoom Referral Partner Program which gives you commissions for sales generated by referring qualified Zoom customers.

## Program Requirements

- **Testing Fee**
  A device testing fee will be collected by a Zoom-authorized third-party lab for hardware certification

- **Landing Page**
  Zoom and hardware partner landing page showcasing the joint solution

- **How-to guides**
  Specific support and configuration guidelines for setting up the solution
How to Get Your Hardware Certified

1. Apply at zoom.us/certified
2. Complete the form for key stakeholders and product information
3. Complete the Zoom hardware partner agreement
4. Review the certification guidelines and requirements
5. Submit necessary checklist once ready for lab introduction (if applicable)
6. Work with third-party lab to complete testing
7. Once testing is complete, manufacturer obtains Hardware Partner status and an accompanying brand kit for Zoom Hardware Certification
8. Manufacturer continues to ensure compatibility with Zoom

---

### Supported Types of Certified Hardware

**Conference Room**
- All-in-One Room Systems
- Pro Audio Systems
- USB Cameras
- USB Speakerphones
- Zoom Rooms Controllers

**Phone**
- SIP Phones
- Infrastructure Integration
- Paging & Intercom
- Zoom Phone Appliances

**Personal Workspace**
- Personal Collaboration Displays
- USB Cameras
- USB Headsets
- USB Speakerphones

---

If you are interested in getting your hardware certified and becoming a Zoom hardware partner, apply by visiting zoom.us/certified

If you have any questions, please contact hcp@zoom.us